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Abstract. COVID-19 poses a major challenge to individuals and societies around 

the world. Yet, it is difficult to obtain a good overview of studies across different 

medical fields of research such as clinical trials, epidemiology, and public health. 

Here, we describe a consensus metadata model to facilitate structured searches of 

COVID-19 studies and resources along with its implementation in three linked 

complementary web-based platforms. A relational database serves as central study 

metadata hub that secures compatibilities with common trials registries (e.g. ICTRP 

and standards like HL7 FHIR, CDISC ODM, and DataCite). The Central Search 

Hub was developed as a single-page application, the other two components with 

additional frontends are based on the SEEK platform and MICA, respectively. These 

platforms have different features concerning cohort browsing, item browsing, and 

access to documents and other study resources to meet divergent user needs. By this 

we want to promote transparent and harmonized COVID-19 research. 
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1. Introduction 

COVID-19 poses a major challenge to individuals and societies around the world. 

Lockdown efforts dramatically change social lives, economic prospects and health 

services. This creates a huge demand for scientific data to understand the virus’ spread, 
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therapeutic options and consequences of the pandemic. Knowing about ongoing research 

activities is indispensable to better align novel with existing research activities and to 

avoid a waste of resources. Though systematic overviews are readily available for trials 

metadata using registries such as the International Clinical Trials Registry Platform 

(ICTRP) [1], the situation is much more complicated for epidemiological and public 

health studies. While some registries are available, such as a registry on 

seroepidemiological studies [2] or the COVID-19 research registry [3], the scope and 

depth is mostly limited. Improvements are necessary to bridge different fields of medical 

research with harmonized search options. Information should be accessible beyond mere 

study descriptions, such as study protocols, statistical analysis plans, or instruments.  

The NFDI4Health Task Force COVID-19 initiative, an interdisciplinary German 

network project within the National Research Data Infrastructure (NFDI) initiative in 

Germany, targets these shortcomings [4]. This paper describes a consensus metadata 

model to facilitate the integration of study-related information along with its 

implementation in complementary web-based platforms to meet needs of divergent users. 

2. Methods 

We created a health studies data model that is able to (1) integrate information from trials, 

epidemiological and public health studies, while (2) being largely compatible with data 

models in trials registries, e.g. ICTRP [1], German Clinical Trials Register (DRKS) [5], 

and the Minimum Information About BIobank data Sharing (MIABIS) [6]. To better 

accommodate content from epidemiological studies, elements from the Maelstrom data 

model were incorporated [7]. In addition, we integrated elements from the DataCite 

Metadata Schema to improve citability and searchability [8]. A mapping [9] was 

conducted against HL7 FHIR [10] and CDISC ODM [11] to facilitate interoperability. 

The interlinked platforms are: 

(1) a Central Search Hub (CSH) for study level information. It consists of a user 

interface developed as a single-page application (SPA) in the react framework and a 

RESTful API service. The data itself is stored in an Elasticsearch Instance and exposed 

via the web-service. SPA uses a REST interface. 

(2) the COVID-19 study hub SEEK platform links COVID-19 studies with their 

metadata, documents (assets) and other information. The underlying SEEK [12, 13] is a 

well-established life science data and model management platform developed by the 

FAIRDOM initiative and built as open-source software using Ruby on Rails. It can be 

accessed manually via a browsing interface or via a JSON-based API web-service. 

(3) Opal and MICA, open-software solutions for epidemiological data management 

add options to browse items from survey instruments and item banks [14]. Opal and 

MICA are interoperable web-applications, written in Java, JavaScript and PHP. Opal is 

used to store information on study variables with semantic annotations using the 

Maelstrom taxonomy [7]. MICA is a metadata catalogue and data discovery tool. 

3. Results 

Figure 1 provides an overview of the health studies data model, more detailed 

information is in the metadata schema [15]. The model is generic in its ability to represent 

a wide range of resources such as studies, sub-studies, datasets, as well as diverse study 
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resources and documents, among others. Its application is not restricted to COVID-19 

studies but pursues generic applicability. The hierarchical relation between resources 

allows for an organization of studies with complex designs such as multiple data 

collection events. The compatibility with DataCite enables the assignment of a Digital 

Object Identifier (DOI) guaranteeing persistent access to and the findability of published 

resources. A selected license allows the legitimate (re-)use of contributions. The database 

contains trial metadata from ICRTP, DRKS, and manually collected data on 

observational studies and documents with 581 studies as of March 3rd. 

 
Figure 1. Simplified entity relationship diagram of the health studies data model. 

The CSH [16] enables to search for studies and for related study documents (Figure 

2) based on information represented in the health studies data model. In addition to 

overviews provided by structured metadata templates and the hierarchical structure of 

associated resources, additional connections to specialized sub-components are given. 

The CSH acts as a broker between them: the system MICA allows for browsing and 

exploring study instruments in detail, while SEEK provides access to and versioning of 

interrelated study assets (documents and resources). 

The configurable architecture and data model of the COVID-19 study hub SEEK 

[17] allows for complex and relational sharing of a wide range of resources and objects 

such as studies, their protocols and documents, as well as their (meta-)data, models, and 

results. The metadata model was implemented in SEEK via adapting existing structuring 

and classification mechanisms (ISA structure, [12]) and using a novel feature for creating 

customs metadata. SEEK is used as both, as metadata catalogue and centralized 
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repository. Study assets are either uploaded or only registered and stored externally, but 

are accessible in a coherent way, independently of their internal or external storage. The 

system allows for storage of study assets in different stages and thus versioning. Studies 

and assets have persistent URLs enabling references. It is also possible to generate a DOI 

for any asset that is public and visible. 

 
Figure 2. Central Search Hub sample view. 

The major focus of MICA [18] is on items from survey instruments, which are nested 

within studies. A searchable semantic annotation of survey items within 18 domains and 

135 sub-domains facilitates comparisons of items across studies (Figure 4). While CSH 

and SEEK pursue a broad display of COVID-related studies, the focus of MICA is on 

selected resources with their instruments, e.g. to guide the creation of new surveys. 

Table 1. Differential focus of the three web-portals in the COVID-19 hub 

Feature CSH SEEK MICA 
Simple study level relational metadata overview  *   

Study and document search and grouping *   

Information brokering across the three portals *   

Complex relational structuring of studies, documents, resources  *  

Assignment of DOIs  *  

Versioning of study resources and documents  *  

Browsing of item* level metadata across resources   * 

Searchable semantically annotated items*   * 

Download of item* selections across resources   * 

* Item here refers to data elements, e.g. study variables such as a question in a survey. 

4. Conclusion 

Due to imminent danger posed by the virus, traditional quality assurance mechanisms 

had to be shelved in favor of rapid study starts, increasing the risk of doubling and 

ignoring activities. We introduce an infrastructure to help researchers gain an overview 

of medical research activities related to COVID-19. Data from existing trials registries 

such as the ICTRP is combined with information from epidemiological and public health 

studies. Other resources can be handled as well. We did not follow a one size fits all 

users approach but rather exploited strengths of different views on studies and documents 

to meet divergent user demands while retaining the advantage of a single database 

backend. We present work in progress and the content is expanded continuously. 

Challenges are the manual addition and curation of novel metadata. Based on user 

feedback, further tasks are to optimize the interplay between the platforms. Both, MICA 

and SEEK are customizable so that further semantics like SNOMED CT can be used in 

future versions. This and more dynamic links to the metadata model would benefit the 

future presentation of content. While the current focus is on German studies and COVID-

19, all developments are generic in being usable beyond this application scenario. 
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